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Glossary for text translation
This glossary explains terms which are regularly used in
connection with text translations

Aa
Automatic translation/Machine translation
An automatic translation describes a translation carried out with the
aid of a computer programme or the use of a human translator.
The current most prominent example of this is Google Translate.

Bb
Background text
Text which provides background information on the content of the
source text and facilitates the work of the translator.

Cc
CAT tool
CAT stands for computer-aided translation or computer-assisted
translation. A machine translation is clearly different to a translation
carried out by a human translator with the help of CAT tools.
The latter corresponds to the work of a professional translator with the
support of a computer.
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Well-known CAT tools are, for example, SDL Trados, Across, MemoQ,
Memsource and various free systems such as Anaphraseus, OmegaT
and many more. A CAT tool’s programme software is comprised of
various subsystems which were designed for the work of professional,
human translators. This software does not do any translating but
rather supports professional, human translators.
The use of CAT tools has many advantages, such as increased text
quality, shorter delivery times due to more efficient work resulting in
cost savings and optimised cost control.
Certified translation
Translation carried out by a sworn translator, which has been checked
in line with the source text.
Conference translator
Translators who mostly work with international organisations and who
translate documents such as speeches or rulings immediately after a
conference.

Dd
Data protection & security
All translators employed by lingoking must sign a confidentiality
agreement or a non-disclosure agreement (NDA). lingoking is happy to
adapt or add to this agreement at the customer’s request. Every tested
and approved translator is also bound by a professional code—
a prerequisite for working with lingoking.
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DIN EN 15038
European quality standard for the translation industry, which was
introduced by the European Committee for Standards in 2006.

Ll
Literary translator
Translators who translate fiction, specialist and non-fiction literature.
The aesthetic components play a particular role in these translations.
Localisation
The term ‘localisation’ refers to the adaptation of a product —
e.g. software or website— for a country, region and/or cultural area.
This means that all of the content is adapted to the language, cultural
background and also the prevailing laws, norms and market demands
of the target area.

Mm
Multimedia Service (MMS)
This service includes all necessary processes which must be carried
out when processing and preparing files and which are prefixed
in the translation process. All the content from the multimedia
files such as text, images, graphs, videos and tables is extracted
so that the specialist translator only has to translate the words in
front of him. lingoking project management calculates beforehand
the requirements for the pre- and postprocessing of all of the files
requiring translation.
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Nn
Native language
This term describes the first language that a person learns without
school instruction.

Pp
Proofreading
Proofreading is carried out by a second native-speaker specialist
translator and includes, on the one hand, correction of the text,
i.e. the grammar and spelling, as well as a review of the contents of the
document. This quality assurance measure is standard for texts for
publication.

Ss
Source text
Also known as the original text. The term source text describes the text
which is to be translated.
Subtitler
Translators who mostly translate spoken language for theatre, film and
television.
Sworn translator
Legally certified court-approved translators who confirm the correct
translation of a text into the target language using a stamp.
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Tt
Target text
The source text or original is translated into the desired target
language and thus becomes the target text.
Technical translator
Translators who specialise in translating certain types of texts and
subjects.
Translation Management System (TMS)
A TMS is comprised of Translation Memories, terminology
management tools and configurable workflows. A high degree of
efficiency is achieved throughout all steps of the translation process
due to the centralisation of all steps in one system. A full inspection
of the entire translation cycle is also possible at any time. As well as
short translation times, other advantages include the improvement of
translation quality and a reduction in costs.
Translation Memory Tool System (TMT)
A TMT is part of a CAT tool, i.e. computer-assisted translation software,
which facilitates and speeds up the translation process with the aid
of translation memories and completion suggestions. As the name
suggests, a TMT is a bit like a ‘linguistic memory’. This tool should
prevent repeated words, descriptions and phrases from needing to
be retranslated over and over again. The software saves the chosen
translator’s version and recalls it if the same string of words appears
again. The software also offers automatic completion of sentences and
strings of words. The translator can then decide whether his or her
version should be maintained. These versions or translations are saved
in a database.
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Today, a TMT is a standard component of any high-quality translation
software.
Termbase (TB)/Terminology database
A Termbase describes a data management programme for
terminology entries. It enables the translator to use uniform, tested
specialist and company terminology while simultaneously avoiding
unwanted terminology.
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